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Abstract
The use of outcome-contingent payments is a common approach when evaluating and
rewarding forecasters. But since realized outcomes are only determined in the future,
outcome-contingent payments naturally lead to trust issues in that a forecaster must
trust the forecast requester to make a payment after a forecast has been reported. This
scenario is even worse in online crowdsourcing settings where conventional labor and
contract laws are weak. In this paper, we suggest a blockchain-based system to reward
online forecasters that alleviates the above trust issue and further brings transparency to
the forecast evaluation process. In particular, through the use of smart contracts, our
proposed system behaves as an escrow account mediating the interactions between
forecasters and requesters. In terms of methodology, we follow the design science
research framework to elaborate on the need, goals, and design of the proposed system.
Keywords: Blockchain, crowdsourcing, forecasting, smart contracts, proper scoring rules

Introduction
Crowdsourcing can be defined as the practice of obtaining information or services from a large number of
people. The matching between requesters and crowd workers is often enabled by online platforms such as
Amazon Mechanical Turk1 and Figure Eight2. Since the early 2000s, crowdsourcing has been successfully
applied in several domains, ranging from labeling images that can be used to build statistical models (Wang
et al., 2017) to serving as a source for data collection regarding behavioral studies (Steelman et al., 2014).
One specific domain we are interested in is the crowdsourcing of forecasts. It has been suggested that, with
appropriate training, random individuals can achieve substantial improvements in judgmental and
forecasting accuracy (Chang et al., 2016). This result suggests that it is feasible to elicit forecasts from
crowds, even nonexperts, concerning geopolitical events, economic indicators, technological
breakthroughs, etc. (Tetlock and Gardner, 2016).
There are three crucial points a requester must consider when eliciting forecasts from a crowd. The first
point concerns how to optimally aggregate many reported forecasts into a single forecast (Winkler, 1968;
Carvalho and Larson, 2013). The second point regards crowd composition. It is well-known in decision
analysis that combining forecasts from a diverse set of sources produces an aggregate forecast that, under
certain conditions, is more accurate in expectation than any of the individual forecasts (Batchelor and Dua,
1
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1995). The last point regards forecast evaluation, which is to measure the quality of the provided forecasts.
Forecast evaluation is inherently linked to incentives whenever forecasters are paid based on forecast
quality, e.g., when the reward of a forecaster increases with forecast accuracy. One way to evaluate forecasts
is to use proper scoring rules (Winkler, 1969; Carvalho 2016). As suggested by Winkler (1994): “In an ex
ante sense, strictly proper scoring rules provide an incentive for honest forecasting by the forecaster or
forecast system. In an ex post sense, they reward accurate forecasts.”
Proper scoring rules are functions that receive a realized outcome and a forecast, and return a real number
representing an accuracy score, which also determines a payment. Realized outcomes are only determined
in the future, after a forecast has been reported. This poses a problem in online crowdsourcing platforms
where conventional labor and contract laws are weak. In particular, a forecaster must trust a requester to
issue a payment once the realized outcome has been observed. Moreover, the requester and a forecaster
might disagree on what constitutes a realized outcome, which in turn might create a sense of lack of
transparency since payments are issued by the requester. In this paper, we report a preliminary attempt to
develop a blockchain-based system to reward online forecasters. We claim that our system enhances trust
and transparency because 1) payments are always issued after the realized outcome becomes available, and
2) forecasters can see precisely how their payments were calculated, including the scoring functions and
source of the realized outcome.
Throughout the paper, we motivate and explain our solution by following the design science research
framework proposed by Peffers et al. (2007). This is reflected in the organization of the rest of this paper.
In the following section, we explain the current state of our research by first defining the specific research
problem we are working on and by justifying the value of a solution. Next, we infer the objectives of a
solution from the problem definition, and we clearly elaborate on why blockchain is a feasible and desirable
solution to our problem. Thereafter, we explain the design of our preliminary artifact, i.e., the blockchainbased solution that enhances transparency and trust when rewarding online forecasters. We then conclude
the paper with a description of our future work, including plans to evaluate the proposed artifact.

Initial Efforts Toward a Blockchain-Based Forecast Evaluation System
Problem Identification & Motivation
We cast the problem online forecasters face regarding payments in terms of a principal-agent problem. A
principal faces a decision-making situation under uncertainty. For example, the principal must decide how
many of a certain product must be produced under uncertain demand. One can see the potential demand
as the outcomes of an event. In the above context, these outcomes can be, for example, “less than 50,000”
or “greater than or equal to 50,000.” Mathematically, we denote the set of outcomes by 𝜽 = (𝜃1 , … , 𝜃𝑛 ). In
the future, one of such outcomes, say 𝜃𝑥 for 𝑥 ∈ {1, … , 𝑛}, will be realized, e.g., the true demand for the
product will be observed. To appropriately guide her decision, the principal needs a forecast over the
potential outcomes, which we denote by 𝒒 = (𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , … , 𝑞𝑛 ), for ∑𝑛𝑡=1 𝑞𝑡 = 1, and 0 ≤ 𝑞𝑖 ≤ 1 for 𝑖 ∈ {1, … , 𝑛}.
We are interested in settings where the principal relies on experts (agents) to provide forecasts due to, for
example, the lack of historical data that could be potentially used to build predictive models.
An agent receives compensation for reporting a forecast over the outcomes. If the compensation is a flat
payment, the agent might not have incentives beyond reputational to research the problem and collect
information so as to report a more informed forecast. A traditional way of aligning principal-agent interests
in this context is to base an agent’s payment on the results of a proper scoring rule (Winkler, 1969; Carvalho
2016). Technically, proper scoring rules are a class of functions that receive two arguments, a forecast and
a realized outcome, and return a real number representing the accuracy of the forecast. The payment of an
agent can then be tied up with the resulting score. Given the outcome-contingent payment, the agent has
incentives to provide a high-quality forecast as determined by its accuracy. For the sake of illustration, the
proper scoring rule 𝑅(𝒒, 𝜃𝑥 ) = 2 ∗ 𝑞𝑥 − ∑𝑛𝑡=1 𝑞𝑡2 is called the quadratic scoring rule (Brier, 1950).
The problem with payment schemes such as proper scoring rules is that payments can only be issued in the
future, after an outcome has been realized. This point naturally leads to trust issues in that an agent must
trust the principal to make a payment after a forecast has been reported (Michaelson et al., 2013). Besides
trust, payments contingent on future outcomes can also face transparency problems, in particular with the
interpretation of what constitutes a realized outcome. Continuing with the above demand forecast example,
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one can ask what constitutes realized demand: is it the number of products sold within a week of launch?
Or within a year? Is it the national, international, or total sales? That is, without a well-established contract,
an agent’s payment is prone to the interpretation of what constitutes a realized outcome by the principal.
The above problems are exacerbated when principals elicit forecasts from a crowd of agents using
crowdsourcing platforms that do not have native support for forecasting tasks. Focusing on Amazon
Mechanical Turk, a solution adopted by a few authors is to pay agents a flat rate whenever they report a
forecast, plus a bonus based on proper scoring rules after an outcome has been realized (Carvalho et al.,
2016; Carvalho Kroon, 2018). We note, however, that since contract laws and enforcement are traditionally
weak in crowdsourcing platforms, principals can deliberately refrain from paying the promised flat rate and
bonus after receiving a forecast and suffer virtually no consequences. Workers can mostly complain in
specialized online forums aiming at hurting the principal’s reputation (Martin et al., 2014), but this action
will have little impact on a principal that is using the platform sporadically. A solution to the
abovementioned trust and transparency problems is of paramount importance to bring fairness when
rewarding crowd forecasters. In the following section, we discuss the main objectives for a solution to those
problems and why blockchain coupled with smart contracts create an ideal solution.

Definition of the Objectives for a Solution
After identifying the problem of interest, the next step in the design science research framework is to “infer
the objectives of a solution from the problem definition and knowledge of what is possible and feasible”
(Peffers et al., 2007). We delineate the objectives of an ideal solution by defining design principles that are
connected with the trust and transparency problems we previously discussed. First, we note that when
crowdsourcing forecasts, trust issues arise due to the possibility of payments not being released when they
are supposed to. This problem can be solved, in theory, by having an escrow account that releases the
payment of a forecaster once an outcome is realized. A practical problem with escrow accounts, however, is
the centralized power of whoever controls the account. This leads us to define our first design principle:
Design principle #1: payments should be handled by escrow accounts controlled by no individual entity.
Regarding transparency, issues might occur when crowdsourcing forecasts because it might not be clear to
an agent how payments are calculated, e.g., which proper scoring rule is used or how realized outcomes are
defined. Since the evaluation of forecasts is highly mathematical and, hence, formal in nature, one can easily
code the evaluation process as an algorithm. Such an algorithm can also define what constitutes realized
outcomes. Consequently, one can view that algorithm as a contract between a principal and an agent that
unequivocally defines a payment scheme. For such a contract to be effective, it must be inviolable, and
enforcement should be automated as much as possible. This leads us to our second design principle.
Design principle #2: contracts between principals and agents should be defined as enforceable and
immutable algorithms.
We note that the blockchain technology coupled with smart contracts can effectively handle both design
principles. Blockchain is a distributed and decentralized append-only database. In detail, a set of
computational devices, traditionally called nodes, collect transactions proposed by the users of the system.
These transactions are grouped together into blocks. Since several nodes can have competing blocks of
transactions, a consensus scheme is then used to determine which node should propose a block, which in
turn is validated by the other nodes and appended to their local copies of the blockchain. We argue that the
decentralization aspect of the blockchain technology effectively handles our first design principle. This is
because information about escrow accounts in a blockchain is controlled neither by the principal nor by the
agent. Instead, it is collectively controlled by a set of independent computational devices, thus enhancing
trust.
One of the most powerful features of certain blockchain models is called smart contracts, which were first
proposed as the analog of legal contracts, but with automated enforcement. A more modern perspective of
a smart contract takes the idea of storing data in a distributed and decentralized fashion and extends it to
distributed and decentralized storage and execution of computations. In our setting, this means that one
can code a contract between a principal and an agent as an algorithm stored in the blockchain whose source
code is immutable. Consequently, smart contracts effectively fulfill our second design principle.
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Figure 1. Decision Model Concerning Blockchain Adoption. Adapted from the Work by
Wüst and Gervais (2018).

A Decision Model Concerning Blockchain Adoption
We further motivate the use of the blockchain technology in our setting by following the decision model in
Figure 1, which in turn provides a five-step decision path to determine whether an application merits a
blockchain solution and, if it does, which kind of blockchain is more suitable. First and foremost, blockchain
is a database technology, meaning that if no data need to be stored, then blockchain is not useful. In our
setting, principals and agents rely on data that must be stored in a storage device, e.g., contracts and
forecasts. Moving to the second step, if a single database writer/user exists, then conflicts are unlikely to
arise. In such a context, a centralized relational database system, as opposed to a blockchain, provides better
performance in terms of throughput and latency. In our setting, however, more than one writer/user exists
since principals and agents might propose transactions that must be eventually stored in a database, e.g.,
when reporting forecasts or issuing payments. The third step concerns the decentralization of control. In
particular, if there is no need to distribute the ownership of the underlying database, then the use of a
central storage device is desirable since it is more efficient. However, this means that data access and
decision power are also centralized. Trust issues arise in forecasting settings precisely because the principal
may assume centralized decision power. Having a third party acting as an intermediary does not necessarily
solve the problem because both the principal and the agent must now trust the third party. By relying on a
blockchain implementation, more than one entity will have access to a copy of the underlying data and
possible contracts, thus decentralizing power and boosting trust. While the first three questions concern
the suitability of the blockchain technology in a given context, the fourth and fifth steps are about which
category of blockchains is more appropriate. Since we are particularly interested in the crowdsourcing of
forecasts, the involved parties might not necessarily know each other, meaning that a public blockchain is
required. In a public blockchain, anyone can be a user of the system or even a node that supports the
information technology infrastructure. In other words, public blockchains are open to all. Alternatively,
permissioned blockchains are appropriate when participants are known, but do not fully trust each other.
The above discussion suggests that a public blockchain is indeed suitable in the context of issuing payments
when crowdsourcing forecasts.

Design & Development
The third step in the design science research framework is to design and create the underlying artifact. Our
artifact is a smart contract that mediates the interactions between a principal and an agent. Our first
prototype was developed using the programming language Solidity and deployed to the Ethereum platform,
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Blockchain

Principal

Agent

Figure 2. First Step of the Proposed Solution.
which in turn is a public blockchain network3. Overall, our solution consists of 4 steps. During the first step,
illustrated in Figure 2, the principal develops a smart contract and submits it to the blockchain network.
The contract clearly defines the following publicly viewable attributes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The identifiers (blockchain addresses) of the principal and the agent.
The maximum payment the agent can receive.
A deadline for the agent to submit a forecast.
The date the realized outcome will become available.
The number of outcomes (𝑛).

Similar to any user, a smart contract also has a blockchain address when deployed on Ethereum. Moreover,
the smart contract can receive and send money from/to other users. That said, the principal must fund the
smart contract during the deployment phase, and the total amount of deposited money should be greater
than or equal to the maximum payment an agent can receive. This ensures that the smart contract effectively
works like an escrow account by safely holding funds temporarily. There are three additional conditions
that must also be satisfied for the principal to successfully deploy the smart contract. First, the blockchain
address of the user submitting the smart contract to the blockchain must match the principal’s address
written in the contract. This condition prevents another user from impersonating the principal. Second, the
date the smart contract is deployed should be earlier than the deadline for the agent to submit a forecast,
otherwise the agent will not be able to submit any forecast. Finally, the deadline for the agent to submit a
forecast should be earlier than the date the realized outcome becomes available, otherwise the agent can
observe the actual outcome and report a perfect, but trivial forecast.
During the second step of the proposed solution, illustrated in Figure 3, the agent calls the function
reportForecast inside the smart contract, whose argument is a vector of numbers representing a forecast.
The function’s main purposes are to store and validate the reported forecast, i.e., to determine whether all
the values in the forecast vector are between zero and one, and whether these values sum to one. Moreover,
three other conditions must be satisfied. First, the address of the blockchain user reporting the forecast
must match the address of the agent written in the contract. Second, the date the agent reports the forecast

Principal

Blockchain

Agent
𝒒 = (𝑞1 , … , 𝑞𝑛 )

Figure 3. Second Step of the Proposed Solution.

3

The smart contract’s source code is available at https://github.com/arthurgcarvalho/BlockchainForecast.
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Blockchain

Principal

Agent
request #1

request #1

request #2

realized
outcome

Oracle
Figure 4. Third Step of the Proposed Solution.
must be earlier than the deadline to report the forecast. Finally, the length of the reported vector of
probabilities must match the number of outcomes coded in the smart contract.
During the third step of the proposed solution, either the principal or the agent calls the function
retrieveRealizedOutcome in the proposed smart contract (see “request #1” in Figure 4), which in turn
obtains the realized outcome from a predefined and immutable URL (see “request #2” in Figure 4)
representing the endpoint of an application programming interface (API). In the context of blockchain, the
API is traditionally called an oracle (Peck, 2017). There are two conditions that must be satisfied during the
third step. First, the address of the blockchain user calling the function must match either the agent’s or the
principal’s address written in the smart contract. Second, the function call can only happen after the realized
outcome becomes available.
The last step in our solution, illustrated in Figure 5, starts with either the agent or the principal calling the
function issuePayment. This function calculates a score based on the reported forecast, the realized
outcome, and a predefined scoring function. In our prototype, we have focused on a variation of the
quadratic scoring rule, which we discussed in Problem Identification & Motivation section. The computed
score is taken as the amount of money the agent must receive. The smart contract then sends that money
to the agent’s blockchain address, and the leftover is submitted back to the principal’s blockchain address.
At this point, the smart contract has a zero balance and it activates a “kill switch,” meaning that it no longer
allows for any function call. However, due to blockchain’s immutability property, the smart contract is never
erased. We note that if the agent fails to submit a forecast before the deadline specified in the smart contract,
then the principal receives all the deposited money back. The only requirement when calling the
issuePayment function is that the blockchain user calling the function must have either the principal’s or
the agent’s address.

Principal

Agent

Blockchain
request

request
payment

leftover

Figure 5. Fourth Step of the Proposed Solution.
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Evaluation & Related Artifacts
In our preliminary evaluation of the proposed artifact, we reflect on how effective our solution is in reducing
the trust and transparency issues with payments of crowd forecasters. We first note that these payments
are handled by automated escrow accounts controlled by no individual entity. In particular, once the smart
contract is appropriately deployed, the principal has no longer the option of not paying the agent since 1)
the smart contract is already funded, and 2) the agent can also request the smart contract to retrieve the
realized outcome and issue payments. In other words, the decision power to issue or not to issue payments
is no longer concentrated in the hands of the principal alone, and this fact has the potential to greatly
enhance trust. Since the smart contract is deployed to a public blockchain, its source code is both immutable
and potentially publicly available to all. This means that both the agent and the principal know precisely
how the payments are calculated as well as the source of the realized outcome. In other words, our solution
suggests that a well-defined smart contract can effectively overcome possible transparency problems.
Having described our system, it is important to highlight how it differs from other blockchain-based
solutions. To do so, we first note that, roughly speaking, there are two approaches when eliciting forecasts
from agents. This paper deals with direct elicitations, where the agent must formulate and report a sound
forecast back to the principal. In indirect elicitations, the principal has to derive a forecast from one or many
agents’ actions and/or preferences. A prime example of indirect elicitations is the use of prediction markets,
where agents trade assets whose payoff is contingent on future outcomes. The prices after the market closes
are then taken as a collective prediction over the underlying set of outcomes. There are pros and cons to
each approach. Direct elicitation requires individual agents to be able to formulate forecasts, whereas
prediction markets might suffer from price convergence issues when, for example, there are not a lot of
active traders (Carvalho, 2017), i.e., thin markets. To the best of our knowledge, our work suggests the first
blockchain-based solution that handles direct elicitation of forecasts, whereas a few blockchain-based
implementations of prediction markets, both public and permissioned, already exist.
Despite different modus operandi, it is nonetheless interesting to discuss how the above solutions define
oracles. Augur (Peterson et al., 2019), arguably the most popular blockchain-based prediction market,
requires a market creator to specify which blockchain user will define the realized outcome. Augur also
implements a dispute resolution process in case the community does not agree with the proposed outcome.
In detail, users can stake tokens on different outcomes. The outcome having tokens above a certain
threshold is then declared the realized outcome, and the users who staked on the incorrect outcome(s) lose
their tokens. Inevitably, this dispute resolution scheme is prone to collusion. Citing potential issues with
public blockchain-based implementations of prediction markets, Carvalho (2020) propose a permissioned
blockchain-based implementation targeted at corporate settings. In that work, it is assumed that the
administrator of the prediction market will act benevolently when closing the market and defining the
realized outcome. Our oracle approach differs from the above in that we clearly specify an API endpoint as
the provider of the realized outcome. There are benefits and limitations with our approach and, as we
discuss in the following section, experimenting with other methods is left as future research work.

Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper, we propose a blockchain-based solution that enhances trust and transparency when
rewarding online forecasters. Our main artifact is a smart contract that behaves like an escrow account
mediating the interactions between a principal (forecast requester) and an agent (forecaster). In particular,
the smart contract ensures that the forecaster is always paid for the provided forecast, without resorting to
any legal enforcement. But if any potential legal disputes arise, the proposed smart contract can be seen as
a legal artifact in several jurisdictions (Gilcrest and Carvalho, 2018). We note that the design of our solution
follows the design science research framework proposed by Peffers et al. (2007). That said, this is a
preliminary work towards our ultimate goal of developing a design theory, including requirements, design
principles, and features, for a blockchain-based forecast evaluation system. Towards that goal, there are
several tasks we plan on taking as future work, which we elaborate upon next.
First, we plan to carefully evaluate our solution in terms of costs. This is important because deploying a
smart contract to a public blockchain, such as Ethereum, as well as any subsequent interaction with the
smart contract might cost the blockchain users real money. This naturally raises questions such as who will
pay for the interactions between the agent and/or the principal with the smart contract. Cost-related
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questions are inherently linked to deployment. In other words, which blockchain network will the smart
contract be deployed to? Given the open-source nature of several blockchain platforms, such as Ethereum,
it has become common to create exclusive, task-oriented blockchain networks based on preexisting code.
This means that crowdsourcing platforms can likely reduce costs by deploying a blockchain network focused
only on forecast verification. One advantage of such a task-specific network is that payments can be issued
in stable, fiat-pegged cryptocurrencies, the so-called stablecoins, as opposed to highly volatile
cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin or Ether, the cryptocurrency used by Ethereum. Moreover, the costs of
deploying and interacting with a smart contract can be tailored to the forecast domain, as opposed to being
generically defined as in the Ethereum main network. Naturally, there are managerial and governance
challenges with the deployment of a task-specific blockchain network (Beck et al., 2018), e.g., who can be a
node of the blockchain network? Who is responsible for system development and maintenance? How are
decision management rights and decision control rights allocated? We aim to further elaborate on and
clearly establish deployment guidelines in our future work.
We also plan to evaluate our artifact based on the human-risk and effectiveness strategy proposed by
Venable et al. (2016). As such, we plan to assess our prototype in the formative and artificial setting of a
lab experiment, before conducting a costly field assessment of a summative and natural setting (Venable
et al., 2016) of, for example, a forecasting competition. Another important evaluation aspect concerns
information security, from both technical and privacy perspectives. In the context of blockchain,
information security is particularly important given the append-only nature of the blockchain ledger.
Specifically, given that the source code of a smart contract is immutable, then any development mistake can
cause a smart contract to be immediately at risk of being exploited and, if this happens, there might be no
efficient and effective way to stop the attack. Besides evaluating our smart contract using modern testing
tools such as Securify (Tsankov, 2018), which in turn is able to perform static, dynamic, and symbolic
analysis to find potential issues in a smart contract’s code, we also plan to evaluate our solution as a whole
considering specific attacks, such 51% attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks. This latter attack might be
particularly concerning when the oracle providing a realized outcome is a centralized service and, hence, a
single point of failure. Recent years have seen a surge of new technologies, such as ChainLink (Ellis et al.,
2017), working as middleware and creating decentralized oracle networks that can trigger a contract given
predefined conditions. We plan to evaluate and potentially integrate such middleware into our solution.
Besides technical aspects, another information security facet concerns privacy. An implication of using a
public blockchain is that information about a smart contract, including payments and the forecast per se in
our setting, is publicly available to all. There are settings where this feature might (or might not) be
desirable. The use of zero-knowledge proofs (Goldwasser et al., 1989) can help to alleviate privacy issues in
a sense that, for example, a forecaster is able to prove that a forecast was indeed reported before the deadline
without having to plainly store that forecast in a blockchain ledger. We shall further explore the feasibility
of zero-knowledge proofs in our setting. Our research also highlights the need for a normative argument to
incorporate institutional trust. In particular, we plan to conduct a game-theoretic analysis to determine the
exact circumstances under which trust becomes an issue, i.e., when forecasters reject the task or do not
exert enough effort. We can then complement our analysis by investigating blockchain technology’s
potential as an IT-enabled institutional mechanism to resolve such trust issues (Pavlou and Gefen 2004).
Finally, we note that our research provides the basis for future design science and behavioral research that
can continue to enhance the solution and evaluate forecasters’ reactions to the changing landscape. For
example, using well-established trust and transparency scales, one can empirically measure whether our
proposed solution does indeed enhance trust and transparency perceptions. A challenge faced by such a
study, and by our solution as whole, is the need for forecasters to be familiar with blockchain and smart
contracts. This leads to another interesting research direction, namely how to appropriately introduce and
highlight the features of those technologies considering a diverse set of forecasters.
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